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Applying Evolutionary Biology 

to the problem of Cancer

⚫ To explain why cancer develops

⚫ Intrinsic mutation rates and carcinogenesis

⚫ Mutation necessary for evolution but permits carcinogenesis

⚫ Maladaptation - Mismatch 

⚫ Human genome maladapted to modern environment and lifestyle 

⚫ To guide therapy of cancer?

⚫ Apply principles of evolutionary biology to design and 

guide the therapeutic strategy?





Lack of Progress in Adult Cancers 

with Chemotherapy

⚫ DNA damage(mutation) must be tolerated by 

cancer cells for their survival

⚫ Resistance to Chemotherapy eventually appears 

in nearly all cases of advanced cancer 

⚫ Chemotherapy  selects for resistant cell population



The “New” Era of Cancer Therapy

⚫ Molecularly-Targeted Therapy

⚫ Generally less toxic than DNA-damaging therapy

⚫ Therapies targeting 

⚫ hormone-driven pathways- estrogen, androgen

⚫ growth-promoting pathways

⚫ cell survival pathways

⚫ Hundreds of new targets being discovered

⚫ Over a thousand new cancer drugs in development

⚫ Immunotherapy

⚫ Enhancing immune response against cancer cells

⚫ Directing immune destruction of cancer cells



The “New” Era of Cancer Therapies

but still using 

The “Old” Strategy for Cancer Therapy



“Resistance” to Targeted Therapy and 

Immunotherapy inevitably develops…. 

…as predicted by Evolutionary Biology

⚫ Cancer is a diverse population of related cells

⚫ Biological Populations evolve and adapt

⚫ Adaptation to any single drug is highly likely

⚫ Crizotinib in lung cancer (77% respond, all progress)

⚫ Selection pressure of therapy drives evolution…

⚫ Adaptation facilitated by genetic diversity 

⚫ Genetic diversity  = “tumor heterogeneity”



Tumor Heterogeneity:
the finding that all cancer cells in the patient are not identical

= Chaos?



⚫ cancer cell population diversity within a single patient



Whole Genome Analysis of one Cancer in one Patient.

Gerlinger M et al. N Engl J Med 2012;366:883-892

Multiple mutations

In multiple  

anatomic

sites



“Tumor Heterogeneity” Shakes Up Wall Street…..

Dashed Hopes for Personalized Medicine

With Targeted Therapies?



Whole Genome Analysis of one Cancer in a one Patient.

Gerlinger M et al. N Engl J Med 2012;366:883-892



Applying Evolutionary Biology to Cancer:

Concept of Cancer as an “invasive species”

⚫ A diverse population of eukaryotic cells

⚫ Asexually reproducing

⚫ Derived from a complex, multicellular organism

⚫ Access to full “toolbox” of the eukaryotic cell

⚫ embryonic development, growth, cell migration

⚫ Genomically unstable with high mutation rate

⚫ Extensive adaptive capacity

⚫ Invading the host…



The “Lexicon” of Cancer Medicine:
Clinicians need to “think” differently about Cancer

⚫ Words lock-in concepts and modes of thinking

⚫ Imply “operating characteristics” of the system

⚫ “Response”  / “Resistance”

⚫ “Regression” / “Progression”

⚫ “Remission” / “Relapse”

⚫ Directs clinical decision-making and trial design



The Evolutionary Biology of Cancer:

A New Lexicon needed for clinicians...

⚫ cancer-----------------------a population of genetically-related cells; “species”

⚫ tumor heterogeneity-----------genetic diversity within the population of cells

⚫ genomic instability-----mutational rate generating diversity and adaptability

⚫ tumor microenvironment--------ecosystem in which the cell population lives

⚫ cancer therapy------------------------------selective pressure on the population

⚫ immunotherapy of cancer---------------introducing “predator” into ecosystem

⚫ resistance---------------------------------------adaptation to selective pressure(s)

⚫ cure-------------------------------------------------------------extinction of the species

⚫ How are species driven to extinction?

⚫ Reduced genetic diversity and population size – “bottleneck”

⚫ Selective pressures exceed capacity for adaptation in population

▪ e.g. insufficient mutational diversity to adapt to multiple targeted therapies



Using Evolutionary Medicine to Develop a 

Strategy for Cancer Therapy

⚫ Diminishing selection for resistant, aggressive biology

⚫ “Adaptive therapy”

⚫ Intermittent, dose-modified therapy – seek to maintain population in equilibrium

⚫ Slow attrition, rather than massive (but incomplete) cell death

⚫ Avoid exerting strong selection pressure for resistance

⚫ Cancer as a chronic disease co-existing with “host”- not curative

⚫ Driving a species to extinction?  (i.e. “cure”?)

⚫ Genomically characterize cancer cell population

⚫ Genomically characterize adaptive pathways 

⚫ Strategically apply targeted therapies to direct and limit adaptation

⚫ Diminish genetic diversity with therapies – create bottleneck

⚫ Apply therapy to which “bottleneck” population cannot adapt



Implications for “Tumor Heterogeneity”

from Evolutionary Biology

⚫ Evolutionary contingency / constraint

⚫ Subsequent mutations contingent upon / constrained by 

prior mutations

⚫ Branches: likely to have predictable, adaptive consequences

⚫ Not random or infinite, but providing survival advantage

⚫ The clinical “logic” of evolutionary biology



Figure 2 

Cell 2017 168, 613-628DOI: (10.1016/j.cell.2017.01.018) 

Evolutionary Trees Illustrating Intratumor 

Heterogeneity across Cancer Types



Trunk mutation:

VHL



Trunk mutation:

variable



Trunks and Branches of 

Common Malignancies



Evolutionary Strategic Therapy

⚫ Predict adaptive responses to targeted therapy

⚫ Catalogue recurring mutations, convergent evolution

⚫ Anticipate resistance pathways

⚫ Apply therapy while resistant population subclinical

⚫ Role of the Immune System as “Predator”?

⚫ Mechanisms of evolutionary escape from predation



Immune Microenvironment:

Adaptive Escape from Predation
(high mutational load and neoantigen expression)

⚫ Evolutionary Adaptation to Predation:

⚫ “Camouflage” through escape from recognition

⚫ Anti PD(L)1 Immunotherapy “removes” the camouflage

Nature Immunology 14, 1014–1022 (2013)



“Hyperprogression” 

after Immunotherapy



⚫ Observed across multiple patient and tumor types

⚫ No consistent genomic or immune features
⚫ EGFR and MDM2 amplification (  proliferation ,  apoptosis)

⚫ No mention of Evolutionary Biology to explain



Immunotherapy

Checkpoint Inhibitor

Life History Strategy?

Hyperproliferation

as an

Adaptation 

to

Immune Predation?

Time

Tumor

Growth

Rate

Displaying the Clinical Relevance 

of Evolutionary Biology 

for Cancer Management Strategy?



Using Evolutionary Medicine to Develop an 

“Extinction” Strategy for Cancer Therapy

⚫ Driving a species to extinction:

⚫ Genomically characterize cancer cell population

⚫ Genomically characterize adaptive pathways 

⚫ Strategically apply targeted therapies to direct and limit 

adaptation

⚫ Diminish genetic diversity with therapies – create bottleneck

⚫ Apply therapy to which “bottleneck” population cannot adapt

⚫ Immunotherapy?

⚫ Specific targeting?



Clinicians need to think of Cancer as... 

...an evolving population 

...following principles of evolutionary biology



Driving Cancer to Extinction?

No force of nature, apart from an 

extraterrestrial asteroid, has been more 

efficient at driving species to extinction 

than Homo sapiens…

...surely, we can apply this unique skill to 

conquering cancer…
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